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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 286, Sunday March 25, 2012
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Asteroid Threat
The Zetas have long predicted that asteroid swams would be used as an excuse for the debris and
moons in the long tail of Planet X. Certainly asteroids are plentiful, and as dark objects they go mostly
unseen until they loom close.
ZetaTalk Prediction 2/22/2003: We anticipate NASA will explain the Planet X complex as any number of
things, or rather their lackeys, who will natter the word on every Internet or media source that allows their
nattering - asteroid bunch, passing comet, unusual comet, Mars closest pass in many eons, or whatever.
ZetaTalk Prediction 11/14/2009: We have often stated that the debris in Planet X, the moon swirls, are
likely to be called an asteroid swarm when they become noticed. They are getting the public ready for
such an excuse.
Just as the Red Filter Revolution is picking up speed, making the fact that objects are swirling about
between the Earth and Sun obvious, NASA has mustered forth another asteroid scare. Right on schedule,
and just as predicted.
2012 DA14
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_DA14
2012 DA14 was discovered on February 23, 2012, by the OAM Observatory, La Sagra in Spain. If it were
to strike the Earth, it is estimated that it would produce the equivalent of 2.3 megatons of TNT. The
Tunguska event has been estimated at 3-20 megatons.
Huge Asteroid Hurtling Towards Earth
March 5, 2012
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2110396/Asteroid-2012-DA14-NOT
A 150-foot asteroid orbiting Earth called 2012 DA14 will pass so close to Earth it will fly under man-made
satellites orbiting our planet.
The establishment requested that movies such as the 1998 Armageddon be put forth by Hollywood to
prepare the public for this time, when the elite would head for their bunkers and NASA would save the
day.
Armageddon
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120591/plotsummary
After New York City is damaged by hundreds of small meteorites, NASA discovers an asteroid the size of
Texas is on a collision course with Earth. They recruit the best deep core driller in the world, Harry
Stamper, to train astronauts who will go to the asteroid, drill into the center and detonate a nuclear
warhead.
Per the Zetas the asteroid excuse has two motivations. First as part of the cover-up, to explain all the
debris slinging into the atmosphere lately as fireballs and to deny the objects clearly wafting about
between the Earth and Sun at present. And second as an excuse for the elite to head for their bunkers
while avoiding the whole sticky problem of explaining why they failed to inform the public about the
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presence and pending passage of Planet X.
ZetaTalk Comment 3/17/2012: Near Earth Orbit asteroids are nothing new, and have been a concern of
NASA's for decades. In anticipation of the debris in the tail of Planet X, NASA and their partners have
been concerned about large objects heading directly toward Earth. Would whole continents be
destroyed? Movies such as Armageddon were developed to educate the public for the time when NASA
could muster such a defence. But during debates on the sci.astro newsgroup in the late 1990's between
Jonathan Tate of the Spaceguard UK and ourselves, they themselves were educated. Attempting to
divert, or explode an asteroid would do no good. So why return to warning the public about NEO
asteroids? Should the elite need to rush to their bunkers, quickly and perhaps only temporarily, this would
be the reason. It's not Planet X, folks, just a NEO scare!
The establishment has prepared for this time since the early 1980's. They of course had known about the
pending passage of Planet X since the time of Roswell in 1947 and had many plans for their personal
safety - escape to Mars, underground bunkers, and establishing a New World Order for control in the
Aftertime.

Near Earth Asteroids
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-earth_asteroids
NEOs have become of increased interest since the 1980s because of increased awareness of the
potential danger some of the asteroids or comets pose to the Earth, and active mitigations are being
researched. The United States, European Union and other nations are currently scanning for NEOs in an
effort called Spaceguard.
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Thus it came to be that Spaceguard UK engaged the Zetas in debate on the sci.astro usenet, seeking to
learn from the Zetas how large hunks of rock might be deflected from Earth. Progress made? They are
now sending unmanned probes up to land on asteroids. But beyond that, are no further along then they
were in 2001. Even then, when Jonathan Tate of Spaceguard UK engaged the Zetas on this issue, the
Zetas did not suffer fools gladly. That also has not changed since 2001.

Usenet Archives
22 Jul 2001 14:51:38 -0500
Re: ZetaTalk and Spaceguard UK
Jonathan TATE <fr77@dial.pipex.com> wrote:
>> When your planets get perturbed, do they not resume their
>> original orbits and pace?
>
> No. That's obvious.
No? Each time a planet is perturbed by Jupiter, it gets pulled
further out? We've recently had a situation where most of
the planets lined up in a line, out from the Sun. This means
they were perturbed, not only by Jupiter, but by each other!
Please DO point us to the new orbital parameters established
for the NEW Earth orbit, the NEW Mar's orbit, etc. etc. Give
us a break! They perturb, and return! The perturbation is
pre-computed into the orbits, and the orbits are KNOWN upon
return!
ZetaTalk™
Jonathan TATE <fr77@dial.pipex.com> wrote:
>> So include in your deflection calculations PUSHING the
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>> asteroid far enough out of its path so that it would not
>> RESUME its original orbit.
>
> See above.
>
>> One does not simply re-direct an asteroid into a different
>> direction. It is on its path because of gravity pulls as well
>> as mometum,
>
> Momentum is a function of mass and velocity, the latter
> being produced by a force - in this case, gravity.
>
>> and the momentum will RESUME when it pulls about to
>> approach its gravity pull, once again heading into the
>> direction it was in, originally.
>
> Only if another force is applied. See above.
Well let's take the Sun, for one. The Asteroid Belt goes
round and round the Sun, so the Sun's gravity, one would
presume, is a factor. A NEO is trash from the Asteroid Belt
slung into a different orbit. Are you presuming it no longer
cares about the Sun, as a gravity influence? You push it
sideways, and it forgets about the Sun? Are we being silly
here or what?
ZetaTalk™
Jonathan TATE <fr77@dial.pipex.com> wrote:
>> Mankind's deflection will be a momentary DELAY, not a
>> redirection.
>
> A "delay" can only be produced by applying a force in a
> direction opposite to the velocity. There is, therefore, no reason
> why a similar force cannot be applied in a different direction
> adding a velocity vector at an angle to the original - a deflection.
You're presuming there are no gravity pulls, not the Earth, not
the Sun, just shoving about that is influencing this hunk of rock!
It goes in an orbit, just because? Asteroids orbit the Sun, but if
you give it a shove, it will forget about that? You cannot
REMOVE these influences from that hunk of rock. If you stand
it dead still, it will listen to the largest gravity influence that
it has at hand, most likely the EARTH. This is real smart, here!
Like kicking a grizzly bear in the leg and hoping it does not
notice. Now you've got it going in the wrong direction! We
will give you the benefit of the doubt here, that you do not mean
to elminate the gravity attractions this hunk of rock listens to,
only set it in a different direction around them. How do you do
THAT? Ask the Sun to move? Invite Mars over for tea? Even
if you create jets galore, you are only moving it TO THE SIDE,
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not changing its relative position to its gravity giants. Over to
you, Jonathan TATE.
ZetaTalk™

Wobble Temps
Mid-March, 2012 the USA had extraordinarily high temperatures, breaking thousands of records. While
still technically in Winter, residents of most US cities were wearing Summer garb.

Over 1600 High Temperature Records Broken in U.S. Over Last Week
March 15, 2012
http://climatesignals.org/2012/03/over-1600-high-temperature-records-broken-in-u-s-over-last-week/
Total Records: 1647
High Temp: 1029
High Min Temp: 618
On the same latitude the effects of the wobble can be seen. As the magnetic N Pole of Earth comes up
over the horizon to face the Sun and nearby Planet X, it is shoved away by the bully magnetic N Pole of
Planet X, as the N Poles of magnets do not like to touch. This causes Alaska, the Sea of Okhotsk just
northwest of Japan, and inland in Siberia to be colder than other lands at that same latitude. The eastern
half of the US is breaking records, as is Quebec in comparison to western Canada beyond Hudson Bay.
High temperatures, and Sweden is extraordinarily warm also. The globe bounces back from the push it
had earlier, so these parts of the globe get more sunlight with the Sun high overhead, and are also
pushed under tropical air.
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Pacific Compression
Just as the weather wobbles are getting worse, the compression of the Pacific is picking up speed. Notice
the sudden drop in water, 25 meters (75 feet) in the Pacific accompanying this recent series of quakes off
the coast of Honshu, Japan as noted by buoy 21401. The Pacific Plate subducted under Japan, creating
a temporary void in the ocean. Almost simultaneously, the Juan de Fuca off the coast of Oregon also had
an adjustment, and in the days following, a dramatic response in buoy 46419. A sudden rise or heap of 33
meters (99 feet) was recorded, followed by a drop of over 20 meters (60 feet) before the water returned to
its level. Since this occurred a full two days after the Japan and Oregon quake, buoy 46419 was no
reflecting a tsunami, but was showing us activity in the Pacific, where the great Pacific Plate is in fact four
segments, as the Zetas have explained. Clearly, the Pacific is compressing.
14-MAR-2012 10:49:24 6.1 OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
14-MAR-2012 09:08:37 6.8 OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
13-MAR-2012 10:07:03 4.1 OFF COAST OF OREGON
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ZetaTalk Description 6/2010: The Pacific Plate is assumed to be a single plate, but it is not. Hawaii,
which rides higher after every major adjustment in the area, is rising, and this can only be the case if there
is subduction of a plate somewhere, pushing the plate that Hawaii rides on up.

FEMA Demoted
Obama signed a new Executive Order implementing the Defense Production Act of 1950, in place in
some form or another since 1950. Due to the Sunshine Law, this would expire if not revisited by a
president, and many had done so since 1950 with various revisions. Bush attended to this in 2003. But
Obama's new 2012 Executive Order made key changes.
Executive Order - National Defense Resources Preparedness
March 16, 2012
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/03/16/executive-order-national-defense-resourcespreparedness
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of
America, including the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2061 et seq.), and
section 301 of title 3, United States Code, and as Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of the United
States, it is hereby ordered as follows:
In 1994 via Executive Order 12919 President Clinton gave FEMA almost unlimited powers in a national
emergency, putting them in charge of almost all agencies so that, in essence, if a national emergency
were called FEMA could run the country in a martial law type manner. Clinton then issued Executive
Order 12938 declaring that the US was in a national emergency situation due to weapons of mass
destruction.
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Executive Order 12938 - Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction
November 14, 1994
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=49489
I, William J. Clinton, President of the United States of America, find that the proliferation of nuclear,
biological, and chemical weapons ("weapons of mass destruction") and of the means of delivering such
weapons, constitutes an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy, and
economy of the United States, and hereby declare a national emergency to deal with that threat.
The US was, in essence, poised to be under martial law with someone like "Brownie", the FEMA head
during the Katrina disaster, in charge! Obama has just corrected that situation. Remember "Brownie"?
The incompetent head of FEMA who combined with the icy Chertoff and partying President Bush (who
was playing the guitar in California as New Orleans drown) was what the nation had to count on during
Katrina.

Obama's re-authorizing of the War Powers Act (which covers war and peacetime emergencies) is similar
to previous versions in imposing temporary powers over food production and distribution, manufacturing,
and a conscripted labor force. But the key difference is removing FEMA from being in charge. In addition
to revoking Executive Order 12919 issued by President Clinton, Obama also revoked key sections of
Executive Order 12656 by President George Herbert Bush. These give authority to the DOD in certain
circumstances. The extent of powers given to FEMA by the Clinton order 12919 was extensive. But
Obama in his 2012 act has voided Clinton's act and instead power is given to the chain of command that
is topped by and includes the president.
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Sec. 803. Authority. (a) Executive Order 12919 of June 3, 1994, and sections 401(3) (4) of
Executive Order 12656 of November 18, 1988, are revoked.
Almost simultaneously, a new means of assigning a workforce to FEMA in national emergencies has
been created by Obama and announced by FEMA. Can this be a coincidence? They may have been
denied conscription authority, but they can form a civilian FEMA Corps with young volunteers 18-24 years
of age. Much better.
ZetaTalk Explanation 3/24/2012: It is no coincidence that Obama's new Executive Order revoking
FEMA's authorities (in place since 1994) was published almost at the same instant with FEMA's new
announcement of a volunteer civilian work force similar to the Peace Corps. Obama is clearly anticipating
disasters within the US, but beyond this he seems to be anticipating mischief during a disaster where his
authority might be challenged, legally. It is no secret that there are elements within the US - former
politicians such as Dick Cheney and members of the Department of Defense - that would like to see
martial law declared as soon as possible within the US. The wording of Clinton's 1994 order would allow
them to effect a coup, a matter not lost on Obama. Why did Clinton give FEMA such a dominant role, in
1994? As might be inferred from all the rumors about Bill Clinton - his love life and financial self-dealing he had many matters in his past that could be used for blackmail.

You received this Newsletter because you subscribed to the ZetaTalk Newsletter service. If undesired, you can
quickly Unsubscribe.
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